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PRODUCTS IN CALENDAR



Unusual power of 
beautifying base! Thanks to 
the derivative of hyaluronic 

acid and a specially 
selected refreshing 

ingredient, you gain  the 
look of  healthy and 

moisturized skin. Addition 
of interference pigments 
and spherical powders 

allows to obtain the effect 
of bright smoothening. 

Apply it under makeup or 
use alone. 

BEAUTY GLOW PRIMER

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



Protects delicate skin 
under the eyes and 

optically reduces 
wrinkles. Adapts to the 

structure of the skin 
carefully concealing any 

signs of fatigue, dark 
circles and bruises. 
Indispensable for 

women who want to 
cover up any 

imperfections quickly 
and effectively.

LIQUID EYE CONCEALER

FULL SIZE IN CALENDAR



Its unique liquid formula 
guarantees long-lasting, vivid 

illumination, giving your skin a soft, 
dewy effect. The product makes the 
skin look radiant, fresh and healthy. 

The highlighter can be applied 
directly on the skin to highlight its 

natural glow or combined with 
foundation to enrich it with 

highlighting properties. To get the 
most spectacular effect, apply the 

product after applying makeup. The 
product is not sticky, and it does 
not highlight wrinkles or dry out 

the skin. 

LIQUID GLOW 
HIGHLIGHTER

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



FRESH MAT 
POCKET POWDER

Gives the skin  fresh and  
rested look. Due to tapioca 

starch content,  leaves  matte 
finish for many hours. 

Optically smoothes skin  
reducing appearance of pores 

and fine wrinkles. 

The use of pigments coated 
with jojoba oil esters ensures 

moisturizing and smooth 
application. Creamy formula 

blends  perfectly with the 
skin to give  natural makeup 

effect.

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR
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FRESH BLUSH

Lightening blush, 
which  gently highlights 

cheeks  and gives  
them a subtle shine. 

Unique, optically 
smoothing formula, 
does not highlight  

overdrying and 
provides long-lasting 

makeup effect.
SIZE AVAILABLE IN 

CALENDAR



FACE&BODY 
ILLUMINATING POWDER

Dedicated to women 
who want to give their 
skin a fresh and relaxed 

look. The formula 
containing pearlescent 

pigments gives the effect 
of  subtle, natural 

illumination. Additionally, 
thanks to emollients, it 

smoothes the skin.

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



FRESH BRONZE POWDER

The bronzing powder has 
surprisingly many uses. Evens

the skin tone and additionally can 
be used to shape the face and 
replace the blush. Makes the 

face look like  sun-kissed. The 
colour is delicate and the effect 

can be strengthened with 
subsequent layers. 

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



Super precise eyeliner -
perfect solution for 

beginners  - lovers of 
sensuous lines on the 

eyelids. Colour is intense 
and lasting. Thanks to  a 

narrow stick the 
application is easy and 

allows  to draw a perfect, 
thin line. Black colour

makes the impression of 
cat eye and graphite 

emphasize  natural beauty 
of your look.

THIN EYELINER PENCIL

FULL SIZE IN CALENDAR



Specially developed 
thick mascara formula 

provides extremely high 
adhesion to eyelashes. 

Professional brush 
separates them very 
well and covers every 

single lash, significantly 
thickening and 

lengthening them. It 
gives the effect of 
optical thickness. 

STRONG MASCARA

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



Intensely pigmented 
eyebrow pencil with 

ultra-thin and precise 
stick will perfectly 

highlight and visually 
thicken eyebrows. Soft 

and delicate consistency 
ensures easy application 
and long lasting makeup 

effect. Thanks to the 
convenient, automatic 

packaging, the liner 
does not require 

sharpening

PRECISE BROW PENCIL

FULL SIZE IN CALENDAR



SUPER NUDE LIP GLOSS

An opaque, nude lip gloss. 
Makes your lips look glossy 

and voluptuous, while 
smoothing and 

moisturising, and providing 
a soothing sensation. Its 

properly shaped applicator 
allows precise and easy 
application. It is suitable 
for sensitive and easily 

irritated skin. 



Thanks to the use of multi-
coloured pigments 

sparkling with the colours
of the rainbow, the product 

gives the lips an unusual, 
sophisticated effect. 
Intensely shines and 

optically enlarges the lips. 
Ideal for applying on  matte 

lipsticks to change the 
makeup into the evening 

version. It can also  be used 
alone or as a lip gloss.

LIP TOPPER

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



A special polymer enhances 
colour intensiveness, prevents 
the lipstick from smudging and 

increases its durability. With 
the content of emollients, the 
lipstick does not dry out lips 

but moisturizes and nourishes 
them. It offers a mat, velvet-

like effect and an amazing 
smoothing impression. Its 

application is light and gentle. 
The product does not highlight 

wrinkles and lip lines. The 
lipstick accentuates the shape 
of the lips optically volumizing 

them. 

POWDER LIPSTICK

FULL SIZE IN CALENDAR



Precise contours and 
lasting lip make-up 

thanks to hypoallergenic 
lip liner. The colour is 
intense after the first 

application. Thanks to its 
soft, delicate texture, the 

lip liner is easy to 
spread. It provides a 

long lasting effect, does 
not dry the lips and does 

not smudge. 

LONG WEAR LIP PENCIL

FULL SIZE IN CALENDAR



Modern breathable 
formula allows for 

adequate oxygenation of 
the nail by free exchange of 

oxygen molecules under 
the coat of nail enamel. 

Due to the content of high 
quality polymer the 

product  is more resistant 
to abrasion, chipping and 

crumbling. The brush 
adopting to any type of nail 

makes the application  
precise and leaves no 

streaks. 

LONG LASTING
NAIL ENAMEL

SIZE AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



GADGETS IN 

CALENDAR



Delivers a dewy 
application depositing 

just enough foundation, 
cream blush, or 

highlighter. Easy to 
maneuver and simple to 
clean, this long-lasting 
tool will be a forever 

favorite of beauty editors

MAKE – UP SPONGE

TWO SIZES AVAILABLE IN 
CALENDAR



Expertly blends multiple 
eye shades while 

softening dramatic edges 
and fine lines. Using after 

shadow and liner 
application creates a 

natural finish to any eye 
look.

BLENDING EYE BRUSH



This synthetic haired 
brush is soft, absorbent 

and can be used with wet 
or dry products. The 

tailored design allows for 
easy maneuvering and 

precise color application. 
Can be used to apply 

blush or bronzer.

BLUSH BRUSH



A reusable makeup remover that 
erases makeup with only warm water.

MAKE – UP REMOVING 
FACIAL SPONGE



THANK YOU
HAVE A NICE DAY!


